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Ever wake up and feel like life is lacking purpose?Are you living in pain, with regret, without
hope, or with unfulfilled dreams?Do you have health issues that are keeping you from playing
with your kids, or having energy for your family?Perhaps you’re not where you thought you would
be at this point in your life. Or maybe you are struggling with your career or your
relationships. Well, you no longer must live this way!With Conquest, you'll have 10 simple steps
to conquer life. The author used these same ten steps to conquer an incurable bowel disease
called Crohns. Within just a few months of applying Conquest to his life, Aaron conquered
Crohn’s and has been 99% symptom free ever since. Along the way, Aaron discovered that
Conquest could provide success in many areas of life. In addition to physical health, Conquest
can bring financial, mental, relational, and spiritual success as well. With Conquest, you’ll learn
to … Eliminate what's holding you back from success in your life.Dream big and believe in
yourself.Master your health and live life to the fullest.Set and accomplish big goals.Overcome
your fears and fulfill your wildest dreams.Discover your inner passions and how to do the
impossible.No matter how young or old you are, with Conquest, you’ll leave a lasting legacy.



Conquest 10 Simple Michigan



gravity, “Inspiring story + Start working on leaving a legacy. It’s a quick read and hits very good
points about leaving a legacy and thinking big. The story about how the author has been
managing his health is very inspiring and resonates with me as I care about nutrition and overall
health.I loved how the book has positive and impactful quotes that make the point author is
trying to make very clear. The book has made me question why I had not thought of leaving a
legacy until now or atleast not very clearly. Overall, loved the book and would recommend it to
anyone looking for motivation to get going.”

Joshua D. Girard, “Very inspiring and down to earth.. It’s amazing to learn about Mr. Gendle’s
health struggles which ends up in him beating an incurable disease (spoiler alert). Seeing how
he manages his health, his family, his career, and his life’s goals all in a down to earth,
personable manner is an inspiration we can all use. Definitely recommend this quick, easy read
that may be just what you need today or this month/year.”

Terri S, “Positive and inspirational guide to success. This books message is motivating and
inspiring. The author provides 10 simple, relatable steps that guide you to achieving your most
desired goals and lead you on a path to success. It is an easy to read, down to earth approach
to finding your purpose, setting fears aside to be your best self. Loved the book, I couldn’t put it
down!”

Tony T Nguyen, “A useful tool for anyone at whatever place in life they’re in. Conquest is a great
resource for anyone that’s going through a tough time, stuck in a rut, or maybe even looking to
reassess the life they’re content with. The ten attributes that Conquest lays out has been
effective for me in re-assessing and confirming the positive changes that I had been making
while going a tough period in my life. While re-assessing those positive changes, I’ve given
myself new goals thanks to the program. It’s not an end all be all solution but I think Conquest is
a good tool for anyone to have to improve their life.”

slo34, “From discouraged to encouraged. This book came at just the right time to help me get
over the hump of feeling discouraged and unable to reach my modest goals. Through his
personal examples, encouragement, and 10 simple steps, Gendle helped me realize that I too
can conquer my goals using these principles. It’s a simple framework that I will be able to apply
to many areas of my life.”

The Lewis'seses, “Easy read packed with great info!. Conquest provides an open minded,
supportive case for individual success. The author candidly lays out the 10 attributes tantamount
to successful life and character in an easy to read format. Highly recommended!”



AJ, “Very Inspiring!. Conquest’ is such a compelling book and one that you could not put down! It
was a quick read providing the reader with descriptions of how to get going in life. This story was
quite relatable to the lives of many. Overall, I would highly recommend this book to anyone who
is looking to succeed and conquer their next goal!”

Terrance Maigi, “There is hope!. This book is a quick and easy read. It was very insightful and
even more encouraging! I myself do not suffer from Crohn’s, but I do have type 2 diabetes. I have
had many on and off again relationships with plans of conquering and overcoming this. The
Author is very transparent from the jump and his vulnerability helps me as the reader relate and
plan. Make me feel inspired and encouraged.”

The book by Aaron Gendle has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 39 people have provided feedback.
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